DAY 1: BUENOS AIRES – A DAY SPENT AT ESTANCIA LA CANDELARIA
Arrival at Ezeiza Airport and transfer to Estancia La Candelaria.
It is recommended that the flight arrives on a Friday morning to
fully enjoy the activities offered by the stay.
La Candelaria is a beautiful estancia characterized by the castle
preserved since 1894 with its unique park, with one hundred
hectares with more than two hundred and forty species of trees
and shrubs, lagoon, statues, fountains and roundabouts designed
by the famous French landscaper Carlos Thays, the same who
gave life to the forests of Palermo and the Iguazu National Park.
This place offers a great variety of activities for every day, such
as horseback riding, bicycles, sport courts tennis, volleyball,
soccer, ping pong, board games, circuit for runners, open-air
swimming pool in season, paths in the forest for those who want
to walk and bike. We can also play golf on a course that is
located a few kilometers from the Estancia.
There are other activities, depending on the days of the week. On Fridays we can choose yoga class,
relaxation class with Tibetan bowls and menu with healthy options.
Dinner at the Estancia.
Overnight.

DAY 2: BUENOS AIRES – COOKING CLASS, HISTORCIAL TALK TOUR AND FOLKLORE SHOW
Breakfast at the Estancia.
On Saturdays, we can participate in a cooking class with Argentinean empanadas.
After lunch, we can enjoy the folklore show.
The Estancia takes a guided tour of the Castle, reviewing the
main landmarks in the history of La Candelaria and its secrets.
Dinner at the Estancia.
Overnight.
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DAY 3: BUENOS AIRES – BOTANICAL TOUR OF FLORA & FAUNA AND DEPARTURE

Breakfast at the Estancia.
The Estancia takes a guided a tour to know in detail the incredible variety of
botanical species with which the famous landscaper Carlos Thays designed
our parks. The animals we breed and the natives that live in these areas.
Departure to Buenos Aires City, Aeroparque or Ezeiza Airport.

**END OF OUR SERVICES**

VERY IMPORTANT NOTES:
✓ The program may be modified due to operational issues or weather conditions.
✓ The program may be modified according to the booking flights.
✓ At the time of booking it is essential to send photocopies of passports.
✓ The rates indicated in this quote are subject to change due to the application of possible Health & Safety
Protocols decreed by the Ministries of Health and Transport, especially regarding the number of
passengers allowed per boat, motorboat and/or vehicle in relation to their capacity.
✓ Rates not valid for special dates, please consult.
✓ This quote does not imply reservations. Once our proposal has been accepted in writing, we will request
them, and they will be subject to availability at the time.
✓ The activities can be carried out, depending on the good weather conditions.
✓ The regular tours do not operate every day, so they may be adapted or modified according to the date of
travel.
✓ Foreign passengers not resident in Argentina do not have to pay the value added tax (VAT), but in case
of no show or cancellation with penalty, the VAT 21% will be added to the penalty to be paid.

*02 nights accommodation in La Candelaria Estancia with breakfast, lunch and dinner in the mentioned estancia
or similar ones
*Services and transfers as mentioned, regular services English/Spanish
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*Indicated services in the program

*Flights
*Everything not mentioned
*Extra hotels
*Tips
*Early check-in
*Late check-out
*Insurance
*Personal expenses
*Optional activities
*Water bottles
*Accommodation fees, to be paid directly at the hotels upon arrival, are mandatory in the City of
Buenos Aires and Bariloche, for the time being, but more cities can be added.

*These will be informed once our quote has been accepted.
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